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Abstract— The main objective of this health networking 

project is to fix appointments for the patient either through 

online communication or face to face communication 

directly based on the specialized doctor’s availability, 

depending on the necessity of the patient. The main role of 

an admin is used to monitor the entries entered by all users 

in search box. This can be especially used to track new 

diseases. To avoid unwanted visit to the doctor, they upload 

articles on their corresponding specialization. This article 

can also be used by a patient to take self-treatment at home. 

Another objective is to provide the details about the blood 

donors which is being sent from our application. We are also 

providing the suggestion link for various insurance claims 

for eligible patients (in terms of Hospitals) by the disease 

type which he/she was affected and recommending about 

the details of some Pharmacies where the prescribed 

Medicines will be available for a particular disease. 

Motivated by the privacy issues, curbing the adoption of 

electronic healthcare systems and the wild success of cloud 

service models, we propose to build privacy into mobile 

healthcare systems with the help of the private cloud. Our 

system offers salient features including efficient key 

management, privacy-preserving data storage, and retrieval, 

especially for retrieval at emergencies, and audit ability for 

misusing health data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now healthcare is a fast growing and upcoming industry in 

USA, India (and worldwide). Since, my application is 

related to healthcare industry which will save time, money 

and also improve the end user / customer experience, there 

is a lot of scope for my project will attract all of us.  This 

health networking project is multi-functional-first function 

is for patients to fix appointments through online directly to 

the respective specialized doctor. Second functionality is 

that, as doctors have an option uploading articles on their 

corresponding specialization, we can avoid meeting to 

doctors if the information is accurate as it can be used by a 

patient to take self-treatment at home. Third functionality is 

for a particular disease we are providing suggestion to 

choose the pharmacy and the hospital to claim the insurance. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM   

Existing system a PHR system model, there are multiple 

owners who may encrypt according to their own ways, 

possibly using different sets of cryptographic keys. Each 

user obtains keys from every owner whose PHR she wants 

to read would limit the accessibility since patients are not 

always online. An alternative is to employ a central 

authority CA to do the key management on behalf of all 

PHR owners, but this requires too much trust on a single 

authority. Key escrow also known as a “fair” cryptosystem 

is an arrangement in which the keys needed to decrypt 

encrypted data are held in escrow so that, under certain 

circumstances, an authorized third party may gain access to 

those keys. We provide a thorough analysis of the 

complexity and scalability of our Existing secure PHR 

sharing solution, in terms of multiple metrics in 

computation, communication, storage and key management. 

This requirement is the most challenging and none of the 

existing efficient SSE can satisfy it. 

A. Disadvantages 

 Difficult for Long Term Medication. 

 Several Kinds of Medicine Diagnosing. 

 Frustration of missing Doses. 

 Manual Insurance Climbing Patients could actually 

control the sharing of their sensitive PHI, 

especially when they are stored on a third-party 

server which people may not fully trust. 

 Because a third-party server inside hackers can able 

to leak the patient’s information and security 

records to other peoples so this scheme is not fully 

trust. 

 The ABE important issues such as key 

management scalability, dynamic policy updates, 

and efficient on-demand revocation are non-trivial 

to solve, and remain largely open up-to-date.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our application a person can able to view an article, 

which is suitable for their disease then that person can able 

to view those things in a document format, like that using 

our application we can get blood group details of all 

patients, and we are providing those donor details to some 

other patients who is having need of the blood. A patient can 

able to send the request to the doctor’s about to fix the 

appointment due to this we can see the particular specialist 

in our own time, due to this we don’t need to wait for the 

particular doctor and  this appointment was being sent to the 

patient’s mobile number also. Insurance claims also 

applicable for the patients in those hospitals due to that a 

patient can get some concessions at the time of billing. For 

Patients here we are providing some recommendations 

regarding to the disease which is affected to a particular 

patient due to this Pharmacy recommendations we can get 

the correct medicines. 

A. Advantages 

We provide a thorough analysis of the complexity and 

scalability of our proposed secure PHR sharing solution, in 

terms of multiple metrics in computation, communication, 

storage and key management. Data Confidentiality and On-

Demand Revocation. Write Access Control and Scalability 

and Usability. We proposed to build privacy into mobile 
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health systems with the help of the private cloud. We 

provided a solution for privacy preserving data storage by 

integrating a PRF based key management for unlink ability. 

B. Modules 

1) Doctor Details 

Once the Doctor login into the application, Able to view the 

patient details. The main objective of the doctor is to send 

appointment to the patient through an application or intimate 

through mail. Maintaining treatment details for the patient. 

Publish Article for the new disease. Those articles should be 

encrypted using Triple DES Algorithm and stored in 

Database server  Doctor visiting first time, should fill the 

details in Doctor Registration page Providing suggestion to 

choose the hospital to claim the insurance. 

2) Patient Details 

Once the Patient login into the application Able to view the 

Doctor details. Request appointment to the doctor and view 

appointment details which were sent by doctor. View 

Hospital details Getting suggestion from the doctor to visit 

hospital for a particular disease to claim the insurance 

Reading treatment details for the particular disease directly 

from the article itself. 

Patient visiting first time to the hospital, should fill 

the details in Patient Registration page 

3) Admin Details 

Centre of an application Able to view the Patient and Doctor 

details Monitoring the keys which was entered by user in the 

search box If the Search key is now the admin will intimate 

those information to the particular specialist Based on the 

patient registered information, the admin will contact the 

subscribed users for to intimate the donor details, Able to 

view all appointment details which was sent by doctor 

Encrypting and decrypting the article: Doctor uploading an 

article to the server For more security purpose we 

encrypting an article using Triple DES algorithm Those 

encrypted document will be stored in database server User 

will decrypt the document using same Triple DES 

algorithm, to view about the treatment details from the 

article 

4) Send Mail Alert 

Using SMTP(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) doctor sending 

an appointment details to the patient in case of emergency 

situations. Suggesting insurance claims details for the 

particular disease and intimating to the patient through mail. 

Finally generating the Crystal report for the patient with 

unquiet. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel authorized accessible privacy 

model(AAPM) and a patient self-controller able multi-level 

privacy-preserving cooperative authentication 

scheme(PSMPA) realizing three different levels of security 

and privacy requirement in the distributive m-health care 

cloud computing system are proposed, followed by the 

formal security proof resist various kinds of malicious 

attacks and far outperforms previous scheme in  terms of 

storage, computational and communication overhead. 
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